
Micro Home Groups Explained: 
 
It’s definitely hard right now to reach all of our students’ needs for spiritual depth and 
connection!  The following is an opportunity we see to involve many more students in 
connecting with peers over their faith, regardless of their ability/choice to participate in current 
programming. 
 
Small pockets of students read the same (short)  YOUVERSION (Bible App) Devotions  on their 
own each day. This includes some devotional thoughts and relevant scripture. (They can use 
the app to share progress or notes with each other if they want but not required!) 
 
Each of these groups (we’re calling them “Micro Groups”) meet with each other in person or 
over video call once a week to share their thoughts on what was read! This means they need to 
choose a time that will work WEEKLY and try to stay consistent with that! Doesn’t have to be a 
certain amount of time, biggest thing is that they consistently do it! 
 
The content changes almost each week and the Micro Group can be free to choose which 
devotional they will tackle or Harrison/leaders can suggest one. 
 
Discussion can be facilitated by parents, a youth or student leader, or by themselves - you as a 
group of families should decide! 
 
Inviting other friends to be a part is totally acceptable too, we just stress that in doing so you’re 
asking them to remain consistent too!! 
 
If interested, please do the following: 
 

1) Let me know who from your crew will commit to it 
 

2) Pick a consistent time your crew can connect with each other 
 

3) Have your families talk over who best to facilitate discussion (see above) 
 

4) Get back to me with that info and I will get you setup with the first YouVersion Devotion 
(you/we can decide which ones you want to tackle after that!) 

 
That’s it. Pretty simple. If there’s still questions let me know. Happy to put families together on a 
call to explain personally or encourage on why this is important. 
 
Thanks!! 
 


